Abstract. It discusses the basic knowledge and generating method of Base Body in the course of traditional Engineering Graphics, and produces the teaching methods about the creating of Basic body in the course combined with NX software in the paper. Solid model can be divided into base body and assembly. The simple base body can be gotten by using Primitive Feature of NX, and the more complex assembly model can be implemented by sweeping the sketch of NX using some sweeping features like Extrude and Rotate etc. The practice has proved that the method about the combination of NX and the traditional theory could make the knowledge points more intuitive and easier in teaching, and could also improve the efficiency and teaching quality.
1 The planar objects Figure. 2 The curved surface objects
The configuration of Base Body in the conventional mechanical drawing
As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , usually the base body can be gotten by rotating or moving sectional geometry objects, which can be lines and surfaces etc. The sketch is a collection of a set of two-dimensional curves and points on the sketch plane, and is a reusable object. It can build some new features with the sketch. The main functions of sketches include: Controlling the design contour and section, being generated solids and sheet bodies by sweeping, extruding and rotating sketchs, creating the large-scale and two-dimensional concept layout by using the sketch curve, and building construction geometry, such as motion path, arc gap etc.
The most important contents of a sketch include: selecting the sketch plane, adding sketch curves, adding geometric constraints and dimensional constraints for the sketch's line string, editting the sketch, and the subsequent feature operating of the sketch. It can select the sketch curve to generate base body by using commands like Sweep, Extrude, and Tube etc.
The sweeping method of translating and extruding. The translating method is to bulid the base body by translating any plane graphics (basal plane) for some distance along a straight line direction. As shown in Fig. 10 , the base body formed by translating the hexagon for some distance along the specified direction is called Prism, which is composed by the upper and lower undersides and several ribs. Hexagon can be drawn by using the sketch of NX and the prism solid can be generated by using Extrude feature.
Figure. 10 The prism
The sweeping method of rotating. The sweeping method of rotating is to build a combined rotator by rotating the section curve for some angel along the specified axis. As is shown in Fig. 11 , it needs to specify the rotaing section curves, rotating center axis, rotating angel to use Sweep feature, and at last generate the base solid of rotating. Figure. 11 The generated combined rotater with the rotating mether The base body generated by using oriented method. Create the base body through selecting the existing surface of body to sweep along the guide lines. As shown in Fig. 12 , it needs to select section line and guide line to have the sweeping operation along the guide line. Figure. 12 The base body swept by the plane curve
Summary
The software 'Siemens NX' is widely used in industrial areas such as mechanical, electronics, etc. And it can improve the speed and efficiency of design [7] [8] . It is a direction of teaching reform introducing the 3D design to the traditional theory of teaching [9] [10] . In the paper, it discusses the combination of the knowledge point on the base body of Engineering Graphics with NX, and the research can be extended to all the knowledge in different courses.
